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Lazer presents:

the Century Anniversary edition

It is an understatement to say Lazer has a rich history. From 1919 to now, the brand has been on

the forefront of innovation, design and competition. This has led to numerous victories, heroic

performances and moments of sheer brilliance. And nothing reflects this like the design of our

anniversary Century helmet. Epic victories presented on the helmet in a sleek black-on-black

design with golden details reflecting the golden standards of professional racing. The same

golden standards that Lazer upholds with its products! Like this, Mathieu van der Poel, Tom

Boonen, Paolo Bettini and other legendary cyclists are featured in the many hand drawings on

this limited edition helmet.
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The Century helmet is the result of 100 years of expertise. By integrating all knowledge and user

requirements into one concept, the Century offers a new benchmark that requires no priorities

for either protection, comfort, aerodynamics or visibility. One of its most visible new

technologies is the unique Twistcap, which changes the Century from a full-ventilated helmet

into an aero helmet with a flick of the wrist. Changing the Twistcap can either save you watts, or

increase your ventilation by 11%. Besides the 18 large vents and the new Twistcap, the Century

has internal vent channels that actively guide the airflow through the helmet and add-up to the

comfort. Where the frontal part of the Century clearly shows his relation with the Lazer Bullet

aero helmet, the striking design and integration of the rechargeable rear LED light sets a new

example in helmet design.

Now available in limited markets with limited quantities.



Technical specifications:

Fit system: ATS retention system.

Construction: In-Mold.

Ventilation: 18 vents + Twistcap.

Certification: CE

Sizes: S/M/L (standard oval fit)

Weight (CE M): 225 gr

RRP: €159,95 / $159,95
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